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ABSTRACT

Interpolation has come into use in digital picture process-
ing for many reasons. This paper is a report on the implemen-
tation and evaluation of four methods - replication, linear ,
cubic spline and sinc function. The evaluation is based on
mean square error calculations, visual rating and computer
usage costs. The results are limited but show that the best
method depends upon the application for which it is used.

Two side investigations were also conducted. The mean square
error of an interpolated picture can be reduced if the picture
is optimally sampled before interpolation. The results of an
experiment bear this out. An interpolation method was extended
to color pictures. The method proved feasible.
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— —~~Two side investigations were also conducted. The mean square error of
an interpolated picture can be reduced if the picture is optimally
sampled before interpolation. The results of an experiment bear this
out. An interpolation method was extended to color pictures . The
method proved feasible.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interpolation has come jnt.o use In digital picture processing for several

reasons. Data compression has been a major direction of research. Interpola-

tion provides a means of regenerating the original picture , although with some

error (8) . Other uses of interpolatibfl have appeared In the literature , such as

picture enlargement (10) and generation of mOre data for better processing (11) .

Various interpolation methods have been suggested in the literature .

Four of these were implemented and compared on the basis of several criteria.

Section II describes many of the interpolation methods found in the literature.

The methods of Implementation and results are reported in this section , along

with some Inte resting observations by their authors , such as Interpolation as

convolution In (10) .

Section III describes the actual implementation of the four methods used.

It also lays out the design of the experiment to compare the methods in terms of

the quality of the picture and computer processing costs. The quality ii defined

by an objective error , the mean square error , and a subjective measure, the

visual effect of the interpol ated picture on people .

The results of the experiment are tabulated and discussed in Section IV.

Because of the small data base (one picture), generalizations could not be made,

1



p but some expected trends are noted , such as the fact that more complex inter-

polation yielded smaller errors .

In trying to decide what compression method to use l,p the mean squared

error measurement , it was discovered that the sampling method can affect the

error outcome of interpolation (8) . As a side investigation , an experiment was

performed which compared the results of the sampling method of Section m with

a derived optimum sampling method . The optimum sampftng method resulted In

a noticeably better mean squared error . This Is described in Section V.

Section VI performs one interpolation method on a color picture . Most

of the processing reported in the literature is in black and white , but , the

original impetus for this thesis arose from a color picture . The results of using

interpolation on color pictures are much the same as in black and white .

2 
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U. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In order to reduce the amount of storage of picture data, It Is compressed

by various methods. Some of the more elegant methods used to achieve this

reduction are transform compression and predictive compression . A common

method Is point sampling, In which points to be stored are chosen at periodic

Intervals. This is imown as comb filtering, since the sampling process can be

described as the multiplication of the picture function with a comb function .

The process of point compression Is to represent a block of points by a single

value .

Hummel and Rosenfeld (8) have done research Into the problem of how

to sample the data so that the picture reconstructed from the compressed data

has a minimal error when compared to the original . They note that the sampling

method for minimal error depends upon the method used for reconstruction.

For reconstruction with linear spllnes, a piecewise linear function of a sinc (x)

form Is generated. The compressed data points are the result of convolution of

the original picture with the derived function . A piecewise cubic function is

derived in the case of using a cubic apline for reconstruction.

The author. found the difference between the optimal sampling and two

other less complex samplings to be dependent on the rate of decrease of auto-

correlation of the sampled (or compressed) points, which In turn is related

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
_______



to the autocorrelatlon of the original picture and the compression ratio . The

two other methods were the comb filter sampling mentioned earlier and the un-

weighted average of a neighborhood of points .

If the picture is assumed to be a homogeneous random field , then the

autocorrelatlon R of two random variables within the field Is a function only of

the distance between them . If the autocorrelation is assumed to decrease with

distance exponentially , then R (X0 , Xk) = RK = R0Ak . Using these two assump-

tions , which are common in picture processing, the mean squared error of the

reconstructed picture as compared to the original can be predicted. For the

case of linear spline reconstruction , the errors were calculated. An excerpt

from the table follows :

Correlation Comb Neighborhood Optimal

0 166. 67 100.00 100.00

.5 22.53 17.18 14.61

.99 .34 .27 .22

This indicates that though the optimal weighting always yields a lower mean

squared error , It does not always result In enough reduction to warrant the

extra computation involved.

The expected mean square error was plotted as a function of sampling

distance for the three methods, where sampling distance was defined as -in A.

For close samples optimal sampling reduced the error by about 35% from comb

samplIng and 17% from unweighted averaging. Larger distances increased the

percent reduction from comb sampling but decreased the percent reduction from

unweighted averaging.

4
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Further details about thi s work, including the results of an experiment

using cubic spline reconstruction, are presented in Section V.

Another use of interpolation in picture processing is for data expansion

and visual enhancement. C. D. McGillem (10) at Purdue University has used

interpolation on ERTS data for these reasons. He notes that the quantization of

amplitude and the sampling at discrete spatial co-ordinates results in inevitable

distortion when the data is reproduced for viewing. In attempts to enlarge the

picture for visual examination the obvious method of repeating data samples

resulted in a “graininess and artificial appearance ” In the enlarged picture that

was unacceptable and the author proposed using other methods of Interpolation.

Because he had found no criteri a to Indicate which method to use, three “con-

vention al ” methods were used - polynomial , trigonometric and sine function.

The polynomIal Interpolator Implemented was the Lagrange formula

using four points to yield a cubic polynomial . When applied to actual picture

data , the enlarged picture showed smooth transition between regions with differ-

ing contrast and a lack of overshoot and ghosting was evident.

The second I!.ethod consisted of passing an nth order trigonometric

polynomial through n points, which , the author states , is the same as generating

the Fourier series expansion of the function defined by the sampled points. One

reason for choosing the trigonometric interpolator is that errors are uniformly

distributed over the region being interpolated , unlike polynomials which generate

larger errors at the end points. Data enlarged using this method resulted in

pictures similar to those obtained using the polynomial method .

It Is not uncommon In picture processing to treat a picture as a sampled

time varying signal. As such, It makes sense to talk of the Nyquist rate for the

sampling function . If the sampling Is at least at this rate, then the continuous

5 
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signal can be regenerated exactly from the samples by convolving them with the

appropriate sine function . Problems noted with this method are the large set of

data required and oscillations due to edges . The author notes that they may be

overcome by using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and presented the

following algorithm - 1) compute the DFT , 2) assume the data set is band

limited and add zeros for the higher frequencies , 3) return to the spatial domain

and scale the result upwards by the magnification factor . The Interpolated

values lie between the original points whose spacing has been increased by the

added zeroes. The resulting enlarged pictures are of quality comparable to that

obtained from the previous two interpolation schemes, though mention is made

of a “mottled” appearance being characteristic of pictures generated by this type

of interpolation . No explanation for this could be found .

The author concludes that a picture can be enlarged without altering its

appearance in any major way . No method was chosen as best , though the corn-

ments in this and a later paper (ii) indicate that the polynomial method Is pre-

ferred .

The author notes that interpolation can be thought of as a convolution of

the given function with an Interpolating pulse , not unlike the third method de-

scribed above. Interpolation can be written as (In the discrete case)

f(u) = ~~~ f(k) ~~ (u) , 0 < u  < 1

where g,~ Is the weighting furn. tion . Convolution can be written as

f(u) = ~~ f(k) p (u-k) .

6



Then there e~dsts a correspondence between p (u-k) and ~~ (U) , specifically

p (u) g~ (u+k) O < u + k < 1

For the Lagrange formula with equidistant samples and a cubic poly-

nomial result

f (x) = L_ 1 f (x_1) + L0 (x0) + L1 (x 1) + L2 (x2), x0 <x < x1

x-x
Lett lngu=~~ ~ , the weights L can be simplified and

1 0

f (ii ) = - iu (I-u) (2-u) f (-1)

+~ .(1+Q)(1—U) (2—u) f (0) +}(1+u) u (2—u) f (1)

—~~ (1+u) u (1—u) f (2)

Then

p (u) =g _ 1 (u—1) = — ~~(u— 1) (2—u) (3—u), 0 < u — 1 < 1

= g 0 (u) =j . (1+u) (1—u) (2—u) 0~~u~~1

= g
1
(u+1) .j.(1411)(2 U) (1_U) 0< . u + 1 < 1

=g 2 (u~~~=~~(2~~)(3~~)(-1 ) 0 < u + 2 < 1

Plotting this gives a elnc-lIke function, shown in Figure fl-i, along with the

other pulses. The plot is reproduced from the authors’ report. It Is noted that

7
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these pulses approximate the sine function form and that the trigonometric and

sinc pulses are for all practical purposes indistinguishable .

Other Investigators have used Interpolation in designing equipment to

generate photographs from digital data . Ensminsger and Howarth. (6) have tried

several low-order methods. Photographs are generated by directing a beam of

light onto film, the intensity of the light being proportional to the magnitude of

the data at each point. If a digitized picture is reproduced point by point using a

moving focused beam , then a mosaic -like photograph results. A second method

used replication of each point to form a box around the original spot to fill in the

space between the data . This results in the loss of most of the mosaic effect,

but in visually unappealing photographs as noted by McGillem above. The third

method used caused the gap to be filled using linear interpolation. This yielded

photographs without most of the mosaic effect and more visually pleasing.

The authors actually approached the problem from a point of view dif-

ferent than that of interpolation methods. They were Interested in processing

the signal generated by a datum so that a CRT beam could be used to expose the

film and produce acceptable photographs . The first method is equivalent to

multiplying the continuous signal by a comb filter. Thus the signal input to the

beam is a series of non-zero amplitudes spaced by zero-level signal; hence the

mosaic effect. In the frequency domain , the multiplication becomes a convolu-

tion of the spectrum of the original function with that of the comb filter. As a

consequence , unwanted higher frequencies are added , giving some Indication that

this method may not produce desirable effects. See Figure 11-2 .

The second method (producing a box on the film) can be treated as con-

vGlvlng the comb-filtered signal with a box function resulting In a histogram-like

9
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signal. In the frequency domain , the spectrum derived in the first method is

multiplied by a sinc function, reducing the unwanted higher frequencies.

The third method involves convolving the comb filtered signal with a

triangle function (itself the convolution of two box functions) . The resulting

signal then is composed of the original sampled amplitudes connected with a sig-

nal of amplitude equal to linear interpolation between the two points. In the fre-

quency domain, the spectrum Is multiplied by a slnc2 function, resulting In

sharper attenuation of the higher frequencies . Because of this higher attenuation

some of the sharpness of detail (such as edges) Is lost .

The authors note that ideally, the Incoming signal should be convolved

with a sinc function, yielding a band-limited spectrum In the frequency domain,

but the sinc function requires Infinite samples and Inherent negative values pro-

duce some difficulty In Implementation. Using separability, the methods can be

extended to two dimensions .

Andrews and Patterson (2) have also Investigated methods of interpolation

that result in visually acceptable photographs (or “psychovisually pleasing” to

use the authors’ terminology) . They note that spllne functions of different

orders can be generated by convolving a square with itself, n convolutions

yielding an nth order spUme . For n = 1, a box function results, for n = 2, a tri-

angle, for n =4 , a cubic spUme (B-spu me). These then will be used a basIs

functions which will yield the Interpolated Image. In particular the interpolated

picture g(x) can be written as

i—i
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for an N point original data set. The o~ are the weightings for the splines such

that g (x1) f (x1) where f (x1) are the original samples. This can be written as

a matrix equation

g AC

where g Is the vector of g (x1), c th. vector cont~iith~g C
1 

and A the matrix of

S1 (xi). For equidistant data ,

S (x~ = X 3 
- 4 (X-h) 3 

+ 6 (x-2H~~
3 

- 4 (x-3h)~
3

x+ = 0 ,x <0

x>0

Then A is a band matrix:

4 1
4 4 1

1 4 1
1 4

In order to completely define Interpolation at the boundary, the authors

uswne the data Is periodic and thus “circularize” the matrix A to

4 1  1
4 1 1

1 4 1

H 1 1 4

12
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Solving for c, A must be Inverted , yielding

— lc = A  g

For large A, the clrculant nature of A allows one to use FFT techniques in

computing A ’.

Two-dimensional functions such as pictures can use separable interpola-

tion and the equations become

g (x, y) =
~~~~~~ ~~~ 

C
11 Si (x) S~ (y)

1 = 1  j = l

and

G = A C A

thus

C = A 1 G A ’ for the bicubic spline.

The authors used spilnes of orders 1 through 4 and a piecewise linear

function using the same A matrix to determine the weights. They conclude from

their pictures that replication (order 1) results in an unsatisfactory appearance

psychovisually, while the other methods all yield about the same effect on the

eye. The bilinear method was easiest to Implement , they note .

McGillem , Riemer and Mc--basseri (11) have used Interpolation with their

ERTS scanner data for yet anothe r reason . Their scanner ha.e a point spread

function (PSF) which causes a blurring of the data . Claaalcally, keowlng the

PSF allows one to build a restoration filter to correct the degradation caused by

the blurring, as long as the blurring is shift-Invariant and thus can be modeled

13
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by a convolution process. The authors assumed a Gaussian model for the blur -

ring and went about matching the mode l to the blurring aperture , from which a

problem arose . They could only guarantee 3-5 points within the blurrin g width.

They claim it has been found empirica lly that resto ration is more easily accom-

plished when a large number of data points are available . Interpolation provided

a solution to the problem of generatin g a larg er data set. Choosing a Lagrange

polynomial method based on earlier work (10) , the scanner data was augmented.

The scanner data was not originally sampled equally In both dimensions . Assum-

ing the separ ability of the inte rpolati on function , the authors generated more

interpolatIon poInts in one dimension than the other producing a square output

from the oblong input .

The authors make use of the fac t that interpol ation can be thought of as a

convolution and that the blurring can be modelled as a convolution , and treat

both as filters in the frequency domain . Let

G = HF

where F is the Fourier transform of the original picture and H is the Fourier

transform of the blurring function . Then G Is the Fourier transform of the

blurred picture . Let I be the Fourier transform of the Interpolating pulse .

Then

G I 0

and

Faug = 0aug~~

14
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r
Combining the two

F aug = IG/H

and a new fi lte r I/H can be defined , combining both the interpolation and restora-

tion filters .

Expe rimentall y, photographically enlarged picture s were compared

against inte rpolated enlarge ments. Pure enlargement gave a very blurred and

diffused result , while the inte rpolation process yielded a much better picture

visually and maintained more deta il . Some linear feature s were fuzzy in the

interpolated image , but enhancement technique s were used to sharpen these .

As mentioned prev iously, pictures can be treated as two dimensional

functions. Thus, any Inte rpolation scheme available in two dimensions may be

useful . Cartographers , in gener ating contour plot s, require Interpol ation of

two dimensional , irregularly spaced data . Shepard (14) mentions several func-

tions and descri bes one of his own .

The author states that existing methods of interpolation can be divided

into two types : single functions used over the entire data set or a collect~on of

local functions joined appr opriate ly at their boundaries . His method is of the

latte r type .

The Interpolation function is defined over a local region R with data

points (x1, y1) = r1, having values a1. TAt the inte rpolated point be p = (x~~ ~~
and value z~ . Also let d (p, r1) be the Cartesian distance between p and r1.
Then f (p) = ~~ li defined as:

- 
- - ~~~~~~~~~~~  

- - _ _-



z
1/

~~~ (d1)~~
, d~ ~ 0

i, R i, R

f (p) = , u > 0

z.

The function then Is the weighted sum of the data poInts within the region ,

where the weight is inversely pr oportional to the distance from the data point to

the Interpol ated point . Empirical re sults showed that u = 2 gave satisfactory

results.

In defining the region R , some new constra ints were put on the function .

It was decided tha t the region should be a circle surroundin g the Inte rpolat ing

point and should have between 4 and 10 points within it. An initial search r adius

C was defined and chan ged until the criterion of 4 to 10 points was met. New

weighting factors were defined

lid O < d < c / 3

= 8(d 1
) = 27 (d/c — 1) 2/4C c/3 < d  < c

0 c < d

so that the function f (p) becomes

~~~ s 2 z

,
/E ~ 2 , d1~~ 0

l , R i, R
f (p) =

a
1

No explanation Is given for the ranges of the s function .

16
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Direction can be taken into account; a directional weighting term was

defined by

t 1 =~~~~~ s~ (1 — cos (r i P r
1
))
,/

#’~~~~ ~~~.

and the replaced by WI = ~ 2 
(1 + t1).

Othe r factors could also be taken Into account and slope and barrier con-

siderations were added to the function . A barrier on a map could be something

like a river which would Indicate in the case of contours that data points on one

side of the river have no effect on Interpolation on the other side .

The author note s that the final function is continuousl y differenti able at

all points , except barriers where the discont inuities are specified. The function

also generates the original data points by definition . To avoid computational

difficulties In Interpolating near the original points , a region e around each point

was set aside as having the value of the point. If e contains more than one point ,

all points are average d and the average used for the Interpolation value .

Splines have proven to be popul ar In the literature examined so far .

Harde r (7) note s that the aircraft industry developed surface splines for Inter-

polat ing wing deflections. The surface spine Is defined as a plate “th at deforms

in bending only. ” Deflections and loads are related by

D V  4 W = q

The deflection of the spine is defined as the sum of the deflections of loads at N

points. Integrating the differential equation , the deflection due to one point is

VL . 
_  

_ _ _



W (I) a + b1
2 

+ (l’/16 ~r D) r
2 in r2, where the equation is in polar coordinate

form , a and b are undetermined and P is the point load. The entire spline is

then defined as

W = (a~ + b1
r~ + (P~/16 ir D)r2 m r 2

~r 1
2 = (X-X 1)

2 + (y-y ~)
2

Using the equilibrIum equations -

~~~ xi
p
I
= 0

y1 P1 
= 0

and the fact that at large distances from the load the deflection should be zero

specifiea~~~ b1 
= 0, s~ that the equation can be written as

= c0 + C 1 x+  C2 y +~~~ (P1 16 i~/D) r 2
2 in r1

2.

To compare the performanc. of the spu n.. with another method, the

suthoT chose to use a 21-term polynomial commonly implemented to Interpolate 
. -

data from a b.I1-shsp.d surfac. sed a conical surface. Though no quantitative

evaluation is prisentsd, 3-axis pints of the results of both methods for both

experiments were given and the spu n. ol.arly gave a better fit.
I

18
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Two other papers were found using Interpola tion on data (3 , 4 ) , but in

both cases the information presented is not enough to clearly outl ine the method .

Capr ihan and Mende ll use a recursive method based on spine theory developed

by others. Bahr uses second order polynomials , based on a covarianc e function ,

to estimate er r or s found in ERTS imager y .

I 19
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III. EXP ER IMENT

From the previous section, it can be seen that ther e are several Inte r-

polation methods that produce acceptable visual resul ts . But none of the paper s

offer a quantitative measure of quality or pr ovide a cost analysis of the methods .

Certainly If the visual resul ts are the same for various methods, the cheapest

method will be used . The implementation of the experimen t is divid ed Into two

parts : 1) the interpolation methods to be ueed and 2) evaluat Ion, taking into

account quality and cost.

Four methods of interpolation were implemented - replication, line func-

tion, cubic spine and sine pattern . A fifth was attempted, but the IBM SSP math

package for Aitken-Langrange interpolation would not handle the picture data.

All the methods implemented or attempted were reported upon In the literature.

Each one implemented Is discussed separately below.

Replication was the first method suggested in several papers and was

roundly criticized as being visually unacceptable (2), (6), (10). However, Intui-

ticu would say It would be the easiest to implement and no remarks were made

about other quality measures. Thus replication was chosen to determine mor e

quantitative Information about the method. Also, it can be viewed as a zero -

order polynomial and compared with the other methods using higher-order

polynomials.

20
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As the name implies , each poin t is repeated as required to obtain the

desired expansion . The interpolation function In one variable can be written as

g (x) = x1, x. < x < x~4 1

In the 4 times expansion used x would take the value s x1, x1 + 0.25 , x1 + 0.5 ,

x1 + 0.75.

Because pictures are two -dimension al entitie s the actua l function Imple-

ment ed was :

g ( x , y) = f ( x 1, y1), x1~~ x < x ~~1, y1~~ y < y 1÷1

The line ar functi on was chosen because (2) and (6) both Indicated it yielded

acceptable visual resul ts and , again , Intuitivel y, would seem very easy to

implement.

Linear interpolation can be viewed as the evaluation of a series of

weighted basis functions (6), the function being a triangle function:

x - x
V X < X < XI—i — — I

(x) =

‘~1+1 -
xi+l 

- xi 
~i :~. x ~. xj+i

The Interpol ated point would be the sum of two of these functions with the f (x1)

as weights:

g (x) = f (xi) t1 (x) + f (x1~1) t1~ 1 (x) x1 < x < x1~1



• The function I (x) is actually the linear spline . To account for the two -

dimensional aspect , the function z1 ~ 
(x, y) has the property that

z~ 
~ 

(x , y) = z1 (x) Zj 
(y)

and thus z . Is a separable function , known as the bilinear spline. The Inter-

polated point is then the weighted sum of four of the original points:

g (x , y) = f (x1, Y~) t~ 
~ 

(x , y) +

f (x1, Yj+1) ~ (x, y) +

f ~~~~~ Yj) t1~1 ~ 
(x, 3r) +

f ~~~~~ Yj+1) t1~1 j~ i (x, y)

The separability prope rty allowed much simplification in the Implemen-

tion because it means one can Interpolate in the x direction first and then use

the semi -augmente d matrix to Interpolate in the y directIon . In the actual pro-

gram the columns were interpolated first and then the rows to assist in obtaining

the required output format needed to generate photographs using the Dicomed

machine at the Goddard Space Flight Center.

The x and y used were given the values of the corresponding original

matrix row and column indices respectively. Thus x1~1 - x1 = 1 and the inter-

polated x took on values that were the x1 ± a fraction . The equations then sim-

plify to the ones actually used:
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g (x) = f (xi) (x1~1 
— x) + f (x~~1) (x — x1)

(f (x1~1) 
— f (xi)) (x — x~) + f (xi)

which directl y follows from the point slope formul a

y - y0 = m (x - x0), m = slope

of algebra.

A problem arises at the boundaries of the picture . If i = 1, then what are

and f (x1_ 1) ; if there are n poInts and I = n , what are x1÷1 and f (x1÷1) . In

(2) , the y chose to assum e the picture was periodic and “wrapped around ” at the

edges. Anothe r scheme is to assume the pictur e is everywhere zero for unde —

fined points . Since this author ’s first experience with pictures involved convolu-

tion In which the periodicity affects of the DFFT were undesirable, the second

method of assuming zero was chosen. A third method might be to repeat the

closest data point .

For I = 1, no problem existed because the interpolated points were al -

ways chosen as some x1 + a , where a is a fraction. Thus, no equation Involving

x1_ 1 was needed for i = 1. For I = n , a new point of value zero was added, i.e.,

f (x~,1) = 0. This point was used strictly for calculations and never appeared In

the final pictures . In actual Implementation , the input matrix was placed in a

working matrix, one row and one column larger than the input, the extra row and

column containing zeroes.

The cubic spline was chosen for several reasons - personal Interest , to

do some preliminary work on the optimal sampling experiment (Chapter V) and

availability of a suitable math package to implement the method . It Is noted that
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spines have been the subject of much recent research (8) and that, In many

cases, they will yield better Interpolators than ordinary polynomials (5).

The cubic spllne is a piece-wise third degree polynomial such that the

spIne and first derivative are continuous. The equation for the spline function

over an Interval is

x - x 1 x1,1 - x  ( x- x ~) ( x ~~1
_ x ~

a (x) = h1 
~ (x~~1) + 

h1 
f (xi) 

— 

6 h1 
a

a = ((h1
+ x - x

1
) u~4.1

+ h~+ x11  
- xj u~)

Note that a (x1) = f (xi) and a (x1, ~~ 
= (fj~ 

~~~~

A set of functions is then defined over each Interval. Using the constraint of a

continuous first derivative, 11 - 2 equations are found. If u1 and u~ are assigned

values then the system of equations can be written and solved.

The IMSL doc~mientaticn (9) does not specifically state that this is the

spline used, In this form. It does however state that the natural bicubic spline

is used, where natural is defined as having u1 = = 0. It also states that the

separability property of the bicubic spline is used to Interpolate the points speci-

fied . ft should be noted that other splines using a cubic polynomials are avail-

able, specifically the B-epilnea (2) (5) .

The actual Implementation made one call to the subroutine for each row

of Interpolation. Because a (x1) f (xi), original rows were also “Interpolated”

to simplify the algorithm. This also aided In the output of the Dicomed formatted
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tape . A row and column of zer os were added , just as in the linear method , to

facilitate interpolation at the edges.

The fourth method implemented involved convolving the picture with a

sinc function as suggested in (10) . Theoretically, if a signal can be represented

by a limited band of frequencies , then the signal can be sampled at a rate of at

least twice the highest frequency with no loss of information , because the origi-

nal signal can be r econstructed exactly by convolving the sample s with ar . ap-

propriate slnc function .

If the DFT Is taken of the picture and the resulting spectrum is placed in

a larger , zeroed matrix , then the resulting spectrum appears to be that of a

band -limited function multiplied by the spectrum of the sinc function . Since the

inverse transform will fill all entries possible , tak ing the Inverse transform of

the augm ented spectrum will result in the original data points spaced by equidis-

tant interpolated values. These are the values that would have been calculated

by actually doing the convolution.

In the implementation, the picture was read into a complex array for use

by the transform subroutine . The IBM SSP package provided the DFFT . Once

t ransformed the spectrum was augmented . To keep the assumed periodic nature

of the spectrum (13) Intact , the spectrum had to be operated on first so that the

zeroe s could be added symmetrically around It. The q-shift operation takes

advantage of the peri odic nature of the spectrum . Once q-shifted, the zeroes

were added around the spectrum , symmetrically with respect to the (u , v) = (0 , 0)

element to achieve the desired expansion . A second q -shift was used to restore

the augmented spectrum to the format required by the transform ((u ,v) = (0, 0)

in matrix positIon (1 , 1)) . The Inverse transform was then taken giving the
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interpolated result . A scaling of the resulting value was required ; the scaling

was ~2 , where I is the expansion factor. For example , if the interpolation re-

sulted In a picture with four times as many point s as the original in any row or

column , the interpolated picture would have to be multi plied by 16 to achieve

the prop er values for the original data. The implementation was written to

handle only square matrices of data .

The resul t of the inverse transform is a matrix of complex numbers.

To convert these to real values the following was done . If the real part was

negative , the number was considered to be negative and was set to zero . If the

real part was non -negative , the magnitude of the number was calculated and this

was stored as the value .

All the methods were coded in such a way as to create line by line output

for the Dicomed machine - The first three methods described can be viewed as

weighted sums of non -negative basis function s and , thus , as long as the weights

are positive (as they are In the case of pictures) , no negative values can be

generated . Because of this, no negativity check was added to the code . The

last method could conceivabl y generate a negative number and the check was

inse rted as described above .

The spline and sinc function methods could generate numbers that were

outside the allowable rang e for the grey scale . To compensate for thi s, any

value greater than the highest grey level was changed to the highest level.

Because the input picture used 64 grey levels and the Dicomed used 256

levels , the data was rescaled before being output by multiplying it by 4. Using

the 64 levels produced test pictures too dark to use.
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The “quality ” of a picture is a difficult item to ascertain since It usually

depends on the purpose of the picture (12) (13). A picture used for visual pres-

entation may contain distortions that is subjectively tolerated by the eye , but

physically or quantitatively be unacceptabl e for processing (13) .

In trying to quantitatively describe the quality of a processed picture re -

lative to its original , a common measure is the mean squared error (MSE) , de -

fined as

f f (f  (x , y) - g (x , y)) 2 dx dy

where f (x , y) is the orig inal and g (x , y) the processed picture . It can be said

then the lower the MSE , the better the quality of the picture . To adapt this as a

means of measuring the quality of the inter polating method s, the following was

done . The original £~cture was reduced by a simple sampled reduction , where

the first and every fourth point in each row was kept and then the first and every

fourth point In each of the new columns, yielding a 75% reduction in the number

of data points . The reduced picture was then Interpolated back to original size

by each of the four methods. The MSE of the interpolated picture as compared

to the orig inal picture was calculated by squar ing the difference between cor-

responding points in both picture s, summing the squares and finally takin g the

average. Double precision was used in the summing to prevent the possible loss

of errors of small magnitude.

Because interpolation Is used to “blow up” pictures for visual purposes ,

the regenerated pictures for the MSE measure were used to produce photographs

for visual rating. Because of the small size of the pictures, It was decided to

take the original and expand It using the interpolation methods to a more visible
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size for comparison . A number of people were asked to order the pictures in

terms of which was best .

To perform a cost evaluation , three factors were considered - CPU

time , memory space required and prcgramming time needed to implement the

method . Rather than try to synthesize a means to take all three into account in

a single number , each was left to be compared Individually.
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IV. RESULTS

The results of the mean squared error calculation s are tabulated in

Table IV. 1. As might be expected , the replication method , which uses the least

amount of information from the picture to interpolate, produced the largest error

measure . The line and spline functions produced much better results, relatively,

than replicati on . Because these methods use more points to perform the inter-

polation , the better result is expected . The apilne function s smooth fit over the

da ta also apparently produces a better approximation to the original picture .

The sinc function , which one might expect to perform fairly well , was

on par with replication and not the other two. An assumption was made about

the spectrum of the picture , i .e. , that It was band -limited . If this assumption

was not valid , this is an explanation for the performance of the m thod.

In terms of time required to execute on the computer, Table IV. 2 has

the CPU time in minutes as reported by the operating system. The programs

were run on an IBM 360/95. In general, the simpler the method , the shorter

the time. The sinc function method took almost twice as long as the replication

method .

Table N .  3 shows the storage requirements for the implementations in

groups of 1024 bytes (K bytes) . The original picture was 96 x 128 reduced to
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24 x 32. The FFT required both dimension s to be powers of 2 , so zeroes were

added to fill out the array. This meant the sinc function method required a

128 x 128 complex matrix to run. This accounts for the large amount of storage

listed . Othe r than that , the memory requirements were essentially equal.

Programming time is not shown . The methods for the most part were

straightforward and a large amount of time was spent not on the method , but on

how to use the math packages available . Therefore, it seemed that prog ram-

ming time would not be a meaningful Indicator of cost. If all the methods had

been written from scratch , then programming time would have been a useful

measure , but they were not.

Visual evaluation of the picture s prov ed to be the most difficult. The

small size of the picture s, as seen in Figure IV. 1, prevented good evaluation .

To overcome this , the photographs were recorded on film and enlarge photo-

graphically. As can be seen in Figures IV. 2 and IV. 1, the photographic en-

largement did not work well with data that did not present stro ng lines for good

focus. The replication method did yield a sharp photog raph. The people who

produced the photographs offerred no explanation of the “fuzziness” of some of

the pictures. The photographically enlarged spline method picture did not de-

velop properly and , based on the results of the other pictures , It was decided

not to be worth retrying. A color version (Figure VI. 1) dId process acceptably.

Some general comments can be made , though, about the enlarged pic-

tures. The mottled effect noted in (10) can be seen in the sinc method picture .

The block effect of the replicatIon method can be easily seen In the enlarged

photograph . The unpleasant visual appearance is also very apparent .

A third attempt was made to visually rate the pictures. The original

p1ct~we was recorded on film and enlarged four times photographically. The
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original was then enlarged digitally, using the Interpolation methods . A four

times enlargement was used because the size of the resulting picture was deemed

large enough for easy viewing. To produce a picture using the sinc method, a

512 x 512 complex matrix would have been required , which exceeds the memory

capacity of the machine used.

Five people were asked to rate the resulting three pictures In terms of

clarity and sharpness with respect to the original . Table IV. 4 shows the ratings

of the pictures . The two people who chose the spline method picture as best are

also amateur photographers. Those that rated the replication method picture as

better agreed , when shown the photograph in Figure IV. 2, that if the block effec t

had been that prevalent , their ratings would have changed .

In terms of a quantitative measure , the cubic spline method performed

the best , yielding the smaller mean squared error . The line function , however,

was only 7% worse. The other two methods produced significantly larger error

measures, both In absolute measurement and relative to the best method , repli-

cation being 42% larger.

Time resulted in a wider deviation among the methods with the sinc

method requiring almost twice as much time as replication. It Is interesting to

note that , excluding the sinc method, the results of the time comparison are

th. opposite of the MSE comparison with the epllne method giving the worst time

and replication giving the best . Apparently , reduced error comes at the ex-

penses of more processing time.

V Storage requirements rank th. methods the same as time, but without the

same wide spread of results. The extra 4 K bytes required by the spline method

over replication Ii a small price to pay for the error reduction, since it is only

a 4% Increase In memory size.
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Sharpness and clarity were the reasons given for choosing one of the

pIctures as best in the visual comparison. The visual effect of a picture is cer-

tainly a subjective phenomenon because the same properties were assigned to

different pictures by people. The linear method was an all -around third choice .

These results all seem to support the statement that the quality of a pic-

ture depends on its purpose. If the picture is to be used strictly for visual pur - 
V

poses, then the replication method Is apparentl y acceptable due to CPU time

costs provided the enlargement factor is kept small (4 tImes enlargement in each

dimension in this example, Figure IV. 3). Larger expansion ratios will yield

unacceptable results , such as that of Figure IV. 2 which Is equivalent to a 16

times enlargement In each dimension .

For results that must be visually acceptable and still closely approxi-

mate the original picture , then the spline method seems the best choice, if not

the only one because of the line function’s poor visual acceptance and the sinc

function ’s and replication’s poorer error performance.

To regenerate a compressed picture so as to obtain a minimum error ,

the line and cubic spline functions both have merit. Although the line function

yielded a 7% worse error than the spline method, it ran In two-thirds of the time

the spUn. required. If processing costs are a major factor , then the line

method may be worth the Increased error to reduce those costs.

It should be noted that the se are rather limited results due to th. lack of

access to an adequate data base and not baied on a large enough sample space to

draw ftrm conclusions . bi fact , to meaningfully relate the MSE measurement to

an Interpolation method, a large ensemble of pictures should be tested with the

method (13) . However , the results herein do seem to reflect the Intuitive notion

that the more complex the Interpolation from a compressed picture , the greater
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the CPU processing osts in term s of time and storage , but the lower the erro r

front the original.

I

I
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Table IV. 1. Mean Squared Error

METHOD MEAN SQUARED ERROR RELATIV E TO LEAST MSE

Spline 18.62 1

Line 19 . 86 
- 

1.07

Sinc 24.70 — 1.33

Replication 26.36 1.42

Table IV. 2. Execution Time

METHOD CPU MINUTES RELATIVE TO LEAST TIME

Replication 0. 0~s3 1

Line 0.092 1.11

Spline 0.139 1.67

Sinc 0.162 1.95

Table IV. 3. Execution Storage

METHOD K BYTES RELATIVE TO LEAST SPACE

ReplicatIon 90 1

LIne 92 1.02

~~lIn. 94 1.04

Slnc 230 2.56

I
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Table rv. 4 . Visual Ratings of the Picture s

TIMES RATED
METHOD BEST 2ND BEST 3RD BEST

Replication 3 2 0

Linear 0 0 5

SplIne 2 3 0
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V

Linear

Replication

Slnc

Spline

Original

Figure IV. 1. Interpolated Pictures
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a) Sine Method b) Line Method

C) Replication Method

Figure IV. 2. Photographically Enlarged Interpolated Pictures
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a) Replication

b) LIne

Figure IV. 3. Origioal Picture Enlarg ed with Interpolation
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c) Spilne

d) Original, Photographically Enlarged

Figure IV. 3. Original Picture Enlarged wIth Interpolation (Continued)
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V. MINThIAL-ERROR SAMPLING EXPERIMENT

If a pIct ur e is to be compressed and later regenerated using Interpolation,

one would want to chose the beet methods possible so that the Interpolated pic-

ture has mlnftn al error when compared to the original. Ri.,i’~~ l and Rosenfeld

(8 ) ,  as described earlier , have shown that for a givas luturpelation method, and

using the mean square error as the error measure , the value. for the compressed

picture that will minimize the error In the Interpolated one can be calculated.

In particular , for the one dimensional cubic apilne case , the problem Is

to determine the vector y = 
~ 
y1, y2, ..., y~ } which will be stored to represent

the original data . The Interpolating f*mction is the cubic spline defined earlier

In this paper~

_ _ _ _  

Xk+1~~
X ( x_ Z

~) (Xk+l _ X)

~k
(’
~~ hk ~k+1~~ hk ~‘k a

a = ( ( hk + x - x
~) u k+l +(bk +xk+l~~x ) uk), k = l , 2, . . ., n _ l

over the interval 
~~ ~~~

B cause the first derivatives must be continuous, 8’k (Xk) - 81k 1  (~~
) ~~

yields n -2 equations of the form
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r
3Tk+l - ~

‘k h 
2 Uk + Uk+1 - 

- 

~
‘k-1 

+ 
Uk_ i  + 2 U

k
hk k 6 

- -  hk 
hk_ i . 6~~~~

which can be rearranged and written In matrix form

M u  = D y, u = 1u 2, u3, ...,

with

4 1

1 4 1

M = ~~ , ( n - 2) x (n - 2) matr lx

141

14

1 — 2  1

1—2 1

D = 

• 

, (n - 2) x n matrix

1—2 1

provide all hk are equal . It then Is possible to write u = M 1 D y.

The spline function can be rewritten as the sum of two basis functions

t
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r
(x - 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
xK l  Cx

p,,~ (x) = (Xk+1 - - < X

0, otherwIse

(x - x.~~i
) (z~ - x) (h + x - x.~_1)/6 h x,~~1 < x

(x) = (x - ‘~ ) ~~~ 
- x) (b + Zk.I1 - x)/6 h X

~K 
x ~ Zk+1

0, otherwise

Then

S~ (x) = (x) 7k + 
~k+1 (x) 1k+1 - (x) 

~~ 
- %+i (x) Uk+1

The entire spllne is then

S (x) = P~ (x) Yj - (x) U
j

J J

If the t1 are the points at which Interpolation is to occur and using

0 . . . . 0

~ 
~~~~~~~~ 

a n d u— (u1, u2, . . . , u )

then the tnterpolat.d valusss— (s (t1), s(t2), .. . ,  s( tm)) can be written u

8 — A y  -A’ C y  -(A -A’ C) y l y
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p.
where

A Is the matrix of a1~ P~ (t1)

and

A’ Is the matrix of a’j 
~ 

= qj (ti)

A necessary condition to minimize the error (5 (t1)— f(t1))
2 yields the following

~ = jT ~~, f = (1 (t1), f (t2) ..~ f

Then

-1 i T7_ (JT~J) JT f B  J I

for storage are the result of multiplying the original function by two

matrices , which a~~i ath~eona~~ut~~~ set of weighting functions . If there

are m original points to be reduced to n points then B is an n x n matrix and J

an m x n matrix.

For two dimensions the weighting functions can be broken down Into the

product of two one-dimensional functions, If the two dimensIonal basis functions

are separable . The authors note that In the case of blcublo sp lines, this Is the

case.

In the Implementation , a reduction by 4 In both dimensions was needed,

as was done In the earlIer e~~et1ment . TheZk used for the basis functions p

and q were the same as those resulting from the previous comb sampling, that

_ 
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Xk
_ ( k _ l ) x 4 + i , k _ 1 , 2, • . • , 33

To facilitate the algori thm for evaluating the basis functions, x33 was defined .

Note that h = 4 in this case .

To account for the two dimensions , the B ’ ~T matrix was used to first

compress the original picture columnwlse. Then the matrix was transposed to

perform the row reduction .

Figure V.1 showe the weighting function derived for the 17th value of

taken from the 17th row of B 1 ~T• Because B ’ ~T was a 32 x 128 matrix, the

figure shows the centermost of the functions. As expected, It has the general

shape of a sinc function .

Table V. 1 shows the results of this experiment and the earlier one. The

mean squared error resulting from Interpolating on the compressed data was

11.64. The error for the interpolation on the comb-sampled data was 18.63.

The optimal sampling method resulted in a 37.5% reduction in the MSE. By the

theory , optimal sampling should bring a reduction In MSE and apparently for this

picture , the reduction holds true in practice. If similar results could be ex-

pected on other pictures , the extra processing cost may be well warranted. Hum-

mel and Rosenfeld note that the amount of reduction will decrease with Increased

correlation between sample points , so that the results of this one case cannot be

generalized over all pictures. However It does Indicate that if a picture must be

compressed and later Interpolated by cubic spines, optimal sampling methods

should be Investigated.

•~~~ computer program as written did not attempt to optimize the use of
matrices, so the storage reqtdrement could probably be reduced.
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Table V.1. Comparison of Results from Optimally-Sampl ed and
- Non-Optimally Sampled Experiments

EXP 2
MEASURE COMB-SAMPLED OPTIMALLY-SAMPLED ~~ T x 100

- MSE 18.63 11.64 62.5%

CPU Minutes 0. 139 0,355 255 %
Storage in K Bytes 94 218 232 %

~1
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VI. COLOR

Moat of the papers concerned with digital picture processing deal with

black and white pictures, usually with the grey Bcale lImited to ~4 levels . It is

known that the eye can distinguish more color s than grey levels (1) and, thus,

the use of pseudo-color for picture enhancement has become widespread. More -

over , pictures are being processed that are in natural color . Both the Jet Pro-

pulsion Laboratory and the University of Southern CalIfornia (1) have done work

in this area , as witnessed by the Viking pIctures from Mars. Yet no published

papers could be found in the literature despite a professional , computerized

literature search by the Goddard Space Flight Center through government reports

and general publications .

Because color pictures exist and color display devices are becoming

better technically and lower In cost (15), it would seem appropriate to see If the

results of processing In black and white extend Into color.

Color pictures usually exist as the composite of three separate color

components , red , green and blue, just as the guns of a color TV are arranged.

Color processing Is mentioned briefly in (1) , whIch suggests that because a color

picture can be broken Into three monochromatic components, that each be treated

Individually. This would also tend to be the common-sense approach .
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Looking at the mechan ics of grey scales , at least with the Dicomed

machine used in this project , gives a possible explanation of why the color

components can be treated separately. On the Dicomed , the grey levels are

white light at various intensities , black being the lowest intensity and white be-

ing the maximum intensity. Processin g, then , affects the Intensity of the white

light to produce the new greys . White can be generated by displaying equal

amounts of red , blue and green , greys being produc ed by varying the intensity

of each color to the same degree. It follows th at as long as each color is pro-

cessed the same , they can be operated on separatel y and recombined , producing

the same result as with just using grey levels .

As can be seen via various color dIagram s (12) (15) , hues are continuous ,

that is , there are no discont inuities in the color components that cause the hue

to change radicall y with small change s In the components . He nce Inte rpolation

of each component should produce a pictu re with no visible departures from the

colors of the originals . Transitions from hue to hue should be smooth . Also ,

the effe cts seen by processing a monochromatic representation should be visible

In the color picture .

Figure Vl-l bears this out . The black and white picture used previously

was actually the green component of the color house picture . All three compo-

nents were sample reduced by a factor of 4, as was done in the previous experi-

ments, and expanded to original size using cubic spline Interpolation. The

components were then recombined to produce the final picture .

Comparing the result of the monochromatic and color processing, the

general fe atures of the objects are the same. The distorted porch roof and

pillar are present in both pictures. The sampling and interpolation In both

cases had the same effect.
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Comparing the original color picture and the interpolated one , the hue

thro ughout both pictur es appear to be the same, as do the inten sities of the

colors. There are no visible departures of hue In the regenerated picture from

the original that can be perceived. Unfortunately, as mentioned previously, the

photographic enlarging process could not be done well with the Inter polated pic-

ture s. The film used was Ver lcolor II , not a film most laboratori es work with

regularly. In verificati on of the above statements , Figure VI—2 has a Polaroid

photograph , at the original size , showing the Interpolated picture at top and the

original underneath it.

• Note : The color pictures (Figs.
VI - 1 and 2) have been repro-
duced here in black and white .

I



a) Original

b) Interpolated

FIgure VI -l. Photog ra phically Enlarg ed Color Picture s
(bOth photographically enlarged 4 times)
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top - interpolated
bottom - original

Figure VI-2 . Original Size Color Picture s
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

The preceding sections have shown that there are several methods of

interpolation described In the literature on picture processing. Four of the

more interesting ones were Implemented and tested In order to compare the

results.

Cubic spllne Interpolation and linear interp olation worked well as far as

the mean square error test was concerned, while Interpolation using the sinc

function and replication did not perform as well . Visual comparison proved very

difficult due to the small size of the pictures. Photogra phic enlargement was

used to “blow up” the original to a viewable size. Due to computer memory

limitations , the sinc method could not be used for this. The line ar method re-

sulted in the poorest picture . The cubi c spline and replication method s essen -

tia lly tied for best picture . The expected “block” effect of replication was small

enough not to be a visual annoyance .

With regard to cost , the replication and linear methods used the smallest

amount of time and space . The cubic spline method used about 67% more time

than replication . - The slnc funct ion used twice as much time and 2.5 times as

much memory compared to replication .
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Overall , the MSE and visual tests seem to give the cubi c spline method

an edge over the others .

The limited data base of one picture did not provide a broad enough earn -

pie space to draw firm conclusions , but the results of the experiment fit those

reported In the literature and in the case of the MSE measurement, the smoother

the inte rpolatin g curve , the better the result , excluding the sinc function .

Two side investigations were made , one Into optimal compression sam-

pling to minimize error after regeneration and the othe r into color. The theor y

of optimal sampling provided a means for deriving the samples that when inter-

polated wili yield minimal error as compared to the original . Implementing this

for reducing four points to one In each dimension , the results showed a 37% re-

duction in error .

Color proved to be manageable by breaking the picture into three color

components and inte rpolating each separately, recombining them for the final re-

sult. The experIment produced no unusual results and yielded a picture with the

same shapes as the black and white processIng. Photographic enlargements had

the same problem as the black and white enlargements. The color also varied

the developed picture s having different coloration than the Polaroid pictures of

the same data . Color In general is more difficul t to work with accordi ng to the

people who make the prints and is subject to much variati on unless a very con-

trolled environment exists .

Two questions have arisen from this work that have been left unanswered.

The first Is: If the error can be reduced for cubi c splLc~ Interpolation , would

the other methods using the same compressed data also yield reduced errors ?

This would Imply that instead of deriving th. weighting functions for each inter-

polation method , only one general set of functions need be derived.
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The second is that if the samples to be saved in optima] sampling can be

written as a convolution of a weighting function with the origin al data as in (8) ,

and interpolation can be treate d as a convolution as In (10) , then the following

should be true .

g p  * r * f

where r is the optimal sampling function and p is the interpolat ing pulse. If

f = g, then the inte rpolation has exactly reproduced the picture . Taking the

Fourier transform , It follows then that

F = P R F

and , thus, that P (u , v) II (u , v) = 1 for all u , v. if the Interpolating method and

pulse are known , th~en the optimal samplin g method should be determined .
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